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Rag’n’Bone Man performed at Glastonbury on Sunday (June 25) and said his set 
was “one of the best days of my life so far”. The 32-year-old, who is from Uckfield, 
appeared on the festival’s Other Stage and sang hits from his chart-topping debut 
album Human (released in February 2017) to a huge crowd. The star, real name 
Rory Graham, played a few hours before Sunday headliner Ed Sheeran took to the 
stage in Somerset. A visibly overwhelmed Graham said: “This is crazy. I can’t really 
believe I’m standing here to be honest... someone’s going to tell me it’s a mistake. 
You don’t know what it means for us to be here.” The singer is expecting a baby 
with his girlfriend of eight years Beth Rouy and he referenced this while addressing 
the Glastonbury crowd. He said: “I get to tell my baby when he grows up that I was 
doing this.”

The slot at the UK’s biggest festival capped a whirlwind year so far for the man who 
was named British Breakthrough Act at the Brit Awards, where he also received 
the Critics’ Choice Award. Human hit number one in the charts upon its release in 
February. Graham lived in Brighton for a number of years before moving to London 
but he is now settled in his birthplace Uckfield.

+ + + + +

Thanks to indykid for sharing the HDTV webcast at Dime.
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01. Wolves 4:26
02. Ego 5:23

03. The Fire 4:46
04. Grace 4:04

05. Skin 5:21
06. As You Are 4:46
07. Rum Town 3:22

08. Human 4:25
09. Die Easy 2:09

10. Bitter End 4:22
11. Hell Yeah 5:12

49 mins


